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Overanalgebraically closedfieldof characteristic zero, all theabelian
subalgebras of the maximal dimension are classified for any spe-
cial Jordan algebra. As a consequence, the minimal dimension of
the faithful representations of any finite-dimensional abelian Jordan
algebra is determined and the minimal faithful representations are
classified for the so-called nice abelian Jordan algebras. The same is
done for the purely odd Lie superalgebras.
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0. Introduction
Wework over an algebraically closed fieldF of characteristic zero. All vector spaces and algebras are
assumed to be finite dimensional. LetAbe a Lie (super)algebra or an abelian Jordan algebra. Clearly,A
has at least a faithful representation. A faithful representation ofA is said to beminimal if it enjoys the
minimal dimension among all the faithful representations.Writeμ(A) for the dimension of aminimal
faithful representation of A. In 1998, Burde [1] concluded that μ(A) = 2√dimA− 1 for abelian
Lie algebraA (Hereafter a is the ceiling of a real number a). This is a direct consequence of an earlier
result due to Schur [6] for which a further investigation can be found in [3,5]. In 2008, Burde and
Moens [2] established a formula of μ(A) for any reductive Lie algebra A.
Thepresentwork is originallymotivatedbyMirzakhani’sworkonLie algebra [5] inwhich the author
gave a very simple proof for the maximal dimension of abelian subalgebras of the general linear Lie
algebra (see [3,6]). Using the method in Lie algebras [3,5], we classify all the abelian subalgebras of
themaximal dimension for the special Jordan algebra J(n) and the purely odd subalgebras of maximal
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dimension for the general linear Lie superalgebra gl(m, n), respectively. As a direct consequence, we
obtain that μ(A) = 2√dimA for any abelian Jordan algebra or any purely odd Lie superalgebra A
and then classify all the minimal faithful representations for the so-called nice abelian Jordan algebra
and nice purely odd Lie superalgebra, respectively.
1. Jordan algebras
Recall that a Jordan algebra J is an algebra satisfying that ab = ba and (a2b)a = a2(ba) for
all a, b ∈ J. A Jordan algebra J is abelian if ab = 0 for a, b ∈ J. The associative algebra of n × n
matrices, Mn(F), becomes a Jordan algebra, denoted by J(n), with respect to the new multiplication
A ◦ B := AB + BA for A, B ∈ Mn(F). Write
A2m := Span
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ O A
O O
⎤
⎦ ∈ M2m(F) | A ∈ Mm(F)
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
B2m+1 := Span
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ O B
O O
⎤
⎦ ∈ M2m+1(F) | B ∈ Mm+1,m(F)
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
B′2m+1 := Span
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ O B
O O
⎤
⎦ ∈ M2m+1(F) | B ∈ Mm,m+1(F)
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Theorem 1.1. Let h be an abelian subalgebra of the maximal dimension for J(n).
(1) If n = 2m is even, then h is conjugate to A2m.
(2) If n = 2m + 1 is odd, then h is conjugate to B2m+1 or B′2m+1.
(3) In any case, dim h = n2/4	, the biggest integer not bigger than n2/4.
Before proving this theorem, let us introduce some terminologies and establish a technical lemma.
If X is a nonzero k × k matrix whose ith row is the first nonzero one, we call such i the height of X ,
denoted by ht(X) = i. The height of zero matrix is defined to be ∞. A matrix X of height i is called a
generalized matrix unit, usually written as Uij , if its ith row is (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0 . . . , 0) with 1 at the jth
position. Note that a nonzero k × kmatrix is a generalized matrix unit of (i, j)-form if and only if the
block of its first i rows is the i × k matrix unit Eij . In general, for given i, j there are many generalized
matrix units of (i, j)-form. For a subspace h of Mn(F), write ht(h) := min{ht(X) | X ∈ h}. We shall
use the following similar operations for matrices:
(A) Multiplication of the ith column by a nonzero scalar γ and then multiplication of the ith row by
1/γ .
(B) Replacement of the jth column by the jth column plus γ times column i and then replacement
of the ith row by the ith row plus −γ times row j, where i < j.
The idea of the following lemma comes from [3].
Lemma 1.2. Let h be an abelian subalgebra of J(n) with ht(h) = i < ∞. Then there exist some strictly
triangular generalized matrix units Ui,k1 , . . . ,Ui,kr ∈ J(n) and a strictly upper triangular subalgebra
k ⊂ J(n) with ht(k) > ht(h) such that h is conjugate to
T−1hT = FUi,k1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi,kr ⊕ k, (1.1)
where i + 1  k1 < · · · < kr  n, 1  r  n − i and for each matrix X in k,
(1) the kjth row of X is zero for each j = 1, . . . , r,
(2) if the sth row (resp. column) of TXT−1 is zero, so is the sth row (resp. column) of X.
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Proof. By Jacobson’s theorem on weakly closed subsets [4, Theorems 1 or 1′, pp. 33–34], one may
assume that h is strictly upper triangular. Suppose that the k1th (i < k1) column is the first one for
which there is a matrix Ai,k1 ∈ hwhose (i, k1)-entry is nonzero. Note that a strictly upper triangular
matrix under the similar operations of type (A) or (B) remains to be strictly upper triangular. By certain
similar operations of type (A) and (B) to h such that Ai,k1 becomes a generalized matrix unit Ui,k1 , h
becomes a newabelian subalgebra ofJ(n), denoted still by h. Evidently, all the (i, l)-entrieswith l < k1
are zero for all the matrices in h. Let h(1) be the subspace of h consisting of the matrices whose (i, k1)-
entries are zero. Then any matrix in h is of the form aUi,k1 + P, where a ∈ F and P ∈ h(1). Let the k2th
(k1 < k2  n) column be the first one for which there is a matrix Ai,k2 ∈ h(1) whose (i, k2)-entry
is nonzero. Similarly, by certain similar operations of type (A) and (B) to h such that Ai,k2 becomes a
generalized matrix unit Ui,k2 , hand h(1) become two new abelian subalgebras of J(n), denoted still by
hand h(1), respectively. Clearly, all the (i, j)-entries with j < k2 are zero for thematrices in h(1). In this
process Ui,k1 changes into a new generalized matrix unit of (i, k1)-form, denoted still by Ui,k1 . Let h(2)
be the subspace of h(1) consisting of the matrices whose (i, k2)-entries are zero. Then any matrix in h
is of the form: a1Ui,k1 + a2Ui,k2 + P, where a1, a2 ∈ F and P ∈ h(2). By induction one gets a chain of
abelian subalgebras of J(n):
h ⊃ h(1) ⊃ h(2) ⊃ · · · ⊃ h(r)
such that
i = ht(h) = ht(h(1)) = · · · = ht(h(r−1)) < ht(h(r)).
In the process one also gets r generalized matrix units: Ui,k1 , . . . ,Ui,kr , where i + 1  k1 < · · · <
kr  n, 1  r  n − i. Letting k := h(r), we have
h = FUi,k1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi,kr ⊕ k.
Since h is abelian, the kjth row of X is zero for each X ∈ k and j = 1, . . . , r. Note that the similar
operations of type (A) or (B) leave 0 rows of any matrix invariant. Hence, the property (2) holds. 
For convenience, we call (1.1) the generalized matrix unit decomposition (GMU decomposition in
short).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 1.2, one gets the following GMU decompositions:
T
−1
1 hT1 = FUi1,j11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi1,j1r1 ⊕ h1, (1.2)
T
−1
2 h1T2 = FUi2,j21 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi2,j2r2 ⊕ h2, (1.3)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T−1t ht−1Tt = FUit ,jt1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUit ,jtrt ⊕ ht, (1.4)
where
Ui1ji11 , . . . , Ui1ji1r1 ; Ui2ji21 , . . . , Ui2ji2r2 ; . . . ; Uit jit1 , . . . , Uit jit rt (1.5)
are generalized matrix units and
i1 = ht(h) < i2 = ht(h1) < · · · < it = ht(ht−1) < ∞ = ht(ht).
By Lemma 1.2, the index-pairs of the generalized matrix units in (1.5) satisfy that
no indexes in the first position appear in the second position. (1.6)
Consequently,
r1  n − i1 − (t − 1), r2  n − i2 − (t − 2), . . . , rt−1  n − it−1 − 1, rt  n − it .
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So
dim h= r1 + · · · + rt
 tn − (i1 + · · · + it) − (1 + · · · + t − 1)
 tn − (1 + · · · + t) − (1 + · · · + t − 1)
= t(n − t)
 n2/4	.
Noticing that dimAn = dim Bn = n2/4	 and h is an abelian subalgebra of the maximal dimension
for J(n), we get dim h = n2/4	. This forces that
ik = k and rk = n − t for k = 1, . . . , t. (1.7)
If n = 2m, then t = m. By (1.7), rk = m for k = 1, . . . ,m. From (1.6) and (1.7), one sees that (1.5)
becomes
U1,m+1, U1,m+2, . . . , U1,n; U2,m+1, U2,m+2, . . . , U2,n; . . . ; Um,m+1, Um,m+2, . . . , Um,n;
(1.8)
By (1.2)–(1.4) and (1.8), one has ht(hm−i) = m − i + 1 and dim hm−i = im for 1  i  m, where
h0 := h. Using induction on i and by Lemma 1.2, one sees that hm−i consists of the matrices of the
form:
⎡
⎣ Om×m B
Om×m Om×m
⎤
⎦ , where ht(hm−i) = m − i + 1  ht(B)  m for 1  i < m.
For each fixed i, each Um−i,m+j and each matrix in hm−i are anti-commutative for 1  j  m. Then,
by a simple calculation, one obtains that the lastm rows of each Um−i,m+j are zero. That is,
hm−i ∪ {Um−i,m+j | 1  j  m} ⊆ A2m.
In particular, when i = m − 1,
h1 ∪ {U1,m+j | 1  j  m} ⊆ A2m.
By (1.2),wegetT
−1
1 hT1 ⊆ A2m.Note thatdimA2m  dim h = dim T−11 hT1.Therefore,T−11 hT1 = A2m.
The remaining case n = 2m + 1 can be analogously treated. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1. We should note that using Mirza-
khani’s method [5], one may give a short proof without using Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.3. The dimension of the minimal faithful representations of an abelian Jordan algebra J is
μ(J) = 2√dim J.
An abelian Jordan algebra is said to be nice if its dimension is a square of integer or a product of two
continuous integers. By Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3, we have:
Corollary 1.4. Let J be anice abelian Jordanalgebra. Up to equivalence, theminimal faithful representations
of J are precisely:
(1) the natural representation of A2m when dim J = m2;
(2) the natural representations of B2m+1 or B′2m+1 when dim J = m(m + 1).
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2. Lie superalgebras
A purely odd Lie superalgebra L is a Lie superalgebra with trivial even part, that is, L = L1¯. Write
Cm|n := Span
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ O C
O O
⎤
⎦ ∈ gl(m, n) | C ∈ Mm,n(F)
⎫⎬
⎭ , (2.1)
Dm|n := Span
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ O O
D O
⎤
⎦ ∈ gl(m, n) | D ∈ Mn,m(F)
⎫⎬
⎭ . (2.2)
Evidently, Cm|n and Dm|n are purely odd subalgebras of dimensionmn. We have
Theorem 2.1. Up to conjugation, for gl(m, n), all the purely odd subalgebras of the maximal dimension
are Cm|n and Dm|n, with dimension mn. Moreover, Cm|n and Dm|n are conjugate if and only if m = n.
Note that gl(m, n)1¯ is invariant under the similar operations of type (A) or (B) with m + 1  i <
j  m + n. Hence, a “purely odd subalgebra" version of Lemma 1.2 holds and the proof is similar:
Lemma 2.2. Let h be a purely odd subalgebra of gl(m, n). Suppose ht(h) = i  m. Then there exist
some generalized matrix units Ui,k1 , . . . ,Ui,kr ∈ gl(m, n)1¯ and a purely odd subalgebra kof gl(m, n)with
ht(k) > ht(h) such that h is conjugate to
T−1hT = FUi,k1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi,kr ⊕ k, (2.3)
where m + 1  k1 < · · · < kr  m + n and for each matrix X in k,
(1) the kjth row of X is zero for each j = 1, . . . , r,
(2) the sth row of X coincides the sth row of TXT−1 for each s ∈ {m + 1, . . . ,m + n} \ {k1, . . . , kr}.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let h ⊂ gl(m, n) be a purely odd subalgebra of the maximal dimension. It
follows that h = Dm|n if ht(h) > m. So we suppose ht(h)  m. By Lemma 2.2 we have GMU
decompositions:
T
−1
1 hT1 = FUi1,j11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi1,j1r1 ⊕ h1, (2.4)
T
−1
2 h1T2 = FUi2,j21 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUi2,j2r2 ⊕ h2, (2.5)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T−1t ht−1Tt = FUit ,jt1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUit ,jtrt ⊕ ht . (2.6)
where
Ui1ji11 , . . . ,Ui1ji1r1 ;Ui2ji21 , . . . ,Ui2ji2r2 ; . . . ;Uit jit1 , . . . ,Uit jit rt (2.7)
are generalized matrix units and i1 = ht(h) < i2 = ht(h1) < · · · < it = ht(ht−1)  m < ht(ht).
Suppose in (2.7) there are q distinct second-indexes jkl (1  q  n). Then
r1 + · · · + rt  mq and dim ht  (n − q)m, (2.8)
dim h = r1 + · · · + rt + dim ht  mq + (n − q)m = mn = dim Cm|n. (2.9)
Therefore, dim h = dim Cm|n. Consequently, (2.8) and (2.9) force that
r1 + · · · + rt = mq and dim ht = (n − q)m. (2.10)
Then one gets t = m and rj = q, ij = j for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Hence (2.4) and (2.6) are in turn
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T
−1
1 hT1 = FU1,j1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FU1,jq ⊕ h1, (2.11)
T−1m hm−1Tm = FUm,j1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FUm,jq ⊕ hm, (2.12)
where h1 and hm have jith rows zero for 1  i  q. Since ht(hm) > m, each matrix in hm is of the form⎡
⎣ O O
An×m O
⎤
⎦ , where An×m has q rows zero. Note that each Um,jk is of the form
⎡
⎣ O Em,jk
B O
⎤
⎦ , where
Em,jk is the m × n matrix unit for 1  k  q. Since T−1m hm−1Tm is abelian, by a simple calculation,
one sees that the last column of An×m is zero. Claim that q = n. Suppose conversely q < n. We have
shown that An×m has q rows zero and the last column zero. Thus we have dim hm  (m − 1)(n − q),
which contradicts (2.10) and hence the claim holds. So each matrix in h1 has the last n rows zero.
Consequently, h1 ⊆ Cm|n. As dim h1 = dim h − n = mn − n and ht(h1) = 2, h1 consists of the
matrices of the form:
⎡
⎣ O B
O O
⎤
⎦ ,where B is an arbitrarym×nmatrix with the first row zero. Note each
U1,m+k is of the form
⎡
⎣ Om×m Ck
An×m O
⎤
⎦ and T−11 hT1 is abelian. It follows that An×mB = O and BAn×m = O.
As B is an arbitrary m × n matrix with the first row zero, one has An×m = On×m. It follows that each
U1,m+k has the last n rows zero. That is, each U1,m+k belongs to Cm|n for 1  k  n. By (2.11), we have
T
−1
1 hT1 ⊆ Cm|n. Notice that dim Cm|n = dim h = dim T−11 hT1. Hence, T−11 hT1 = Cm|n. The proof is
complete. 
Corollary 2.3. Let L be a purely odd Lie superalgebra. Then μ(L) = 2√dimL.
Proof. For convenience, write α := 2√dim L, β := √dim L, γ := √dim L	. Let ρ : L →
gl(m, n)be a faithful representation of L. Thenρ(L) is a purely odd subalgebra. By Theorem2.1, dim L 
mn  (m + n)2/4 and hence m + n  α. Thus it suffices to construct a faithful representation of
L of dimension α. Write
√
dim L = γ + a, where 0  a < 1. Note that a = 1/2. First, suppose
1/2 < a < 1. Then α = 2γ + 2 = 2β. Since dim L < β2, by Theorem 2.1, one easily finds a faithful
representation of dimension α, ρ: L → gl(β, β) and we are done. Second, suppose 0 < a < 1/2.
Then α = 2γ + 1 = β + γ. Since dim L = (γ + a)2 < (γ + 1/2)2 = γ 2 + γ + 1/4, we have
dim L  γ 2 + γ = βγ. As above, one easily realizes a faithful representation of dimension α, ρ:
L → gl(β, γ ). The remaining case a = 0 is much easily treated. The proof is complete. 
Let us make a remark on abelian Lie superalgebras with nontrivial even parts. If dim L0¯ = 1, as for
Corollary 2.3, one may easily sees that the dimension of the minimal faithful representations is
μ(L) = 2√dimL − 1.
It seems to be difficult to determineμ(L) for an abelian Lie superalgebra Lwith dim L0¯ > 1. However,
Corollary 2.3 and the corresponding results on Lie algebras [2] provide a lower bound of μ(L):
μ(L)  max{μ(L0¯), μ(L1¯)}.
Then, for certain low-dimensional Lie superalgebras L, one can compute μ(L), for example:
dim L (dim L0¯, dim L1¯) μ(L) (μ0¯(L), μ1¯(L))
5 (1, 4) 4 (2, 2)
5 (4, 1) 5 (1, 4), (2, 3), (4, 1), (3, 2)
5 (3, 2) 4 (2, 2), (1, 3), (3, 1)
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A purely odd Lie superalgebra L is said to be nice if there are integers m and n such that m + n =
2√dimL andmn = dim L.
WriteF
m|n
C andF
m|n
D for the naturalmodules of Cm|n andDn|m, respectively [for definitions, see (2.1)
and (2.2)]. Let  be the parity functor of the category of (Z2-graded) modules of a Lie superalgebra.
Then  induces a conjugation from gl(m, n) onto gl(n,m) given by Jm,n :=
⎡
⎣ O Im
In O
⎤
⎦ so that
J−1m,nCm|nJm,n = Dn|m and J−1m,nDm|nJm,n = Cn|m.
Moreover, in the sense of equivalence for representations of Lie superalgebras, one sees
(F
m|n
C ) ∼ Fn|mD and (Fm|nD ) ∼ Fn|mC .
Then, by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3, we have the following classification theorem:
Theorem 2.4. Let L be a nice purely odd Lie superalgebra. Then the following is a complete list of the
minimal faithful representations of L: F
m|n
C ,F
m|n
D ;Fn|mC ,Fn|mD , where the pair (m, n) of positive integers
with m  n is uniquely determined by equations m + n = 2√dimL and mn = dim L. Equivalence
occurs if and only if m = n. In that case, all the non-equivalent ones are: Fm|mC ,Fm|mD .
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